Experimental spectra from medium energy ion scattering were compared to Monte-Carlo simulations (employing the TRBS code) to obtain information on the scattering potential. The impact of uncertainties in the interatomic potential on quantification of sample properties such as thickness, composition or electronic stopping was investigated for different scattering geometries: backscattering and transmission. For backscattered He ions with tens of keV primary energy the scattering potential was found to overestimate the multiple scattering background in the energy spectra resulting in an uncertainty of < 3 % in quantitative analysis. Light ions transmitted through a sample for equivalent path length in the medium are only affected minorly by changes in the scattering potential. This effect becomes more distinct for heavier primary ions.
lower energies to further optimize description at large interaction distances. These correction factors have been determined in a number of studies [21] [22] [23] [24] with results depending on energy, and experimental geometry. Also independent models of, however, similar character have been proposed [25, 26] . In parallel, it is obvious, that the descriptions given above represent only an approximation, as for example both charge state and the excitation state of the primary ion in the solid might be subject to fluctuations depending on interaction distance, which will lead to different potentials applicable [27] .
When deducing potential strength from experiments, this fact complicates obtaining a global picture.
Obviously, the specific impact parameters probed in an experiment will yield a description of the potential for the relevant interaction distances. The deduced model, assuming a linear correction factor, might be inappropriate in a more global perspective in case the correction is actually non-linear. Note, that impact parameters and the associated interaction distances of relevance, can even for identical ion energies differ significantly in different experimental approaches: In ion implantation, all kind of trajectories and consequently all impact parameters, contribute necessarily to the final modification of the target material. In ion-beam based analysis, in different experimental approaches such as backscattering and transmission experiments designed to measure thickness, very different impact parameter regimes can be expected to be of interest [28, 29] . Intrinsically, as not all primary ions are contributing to the relevant signal, both approaches will to certain extend be selective to specific trajectories. Note, that this selection can be made via the scattering geometry as well as via the spectral features relevant for the analysis. These facts imply, that even if a certain choice of the potential has been proven correct in one experimental approach and for a specific ion energy, the model will not necessarily accurately describe a different experiment at similar energies.
In the present study we have systematically investigated, how the specific choice of the scattering potential influences the shape of spectra obtained upon interaction of ions with energies of several tens of keV with materials. Different geometries and target systems have been modelled with computer simulations, and -where applicable -compared to experimental spectra. From the results, we estimate how uncertainties on the specific potential can enter quantities deduced from the specific experiment, such as composition, layer thickness or material properties such as the specific electronic energy loss.
We also attempt to link the results obtained to the regime of Low-energy Ion Scattering, in which the influence of screening, and thus its uncertainty has an even stronger impact on quantification.
Experiment and simulations
Experiments were conducted in the time-of-flight (ToF) MEIS setup located at the University of Uppsala [30] . Here, a 350 kV Danfysik ion implanter is used to produce atomic or molecular ion beams with typical energies between 20 keV and 350 keV. An angularly rotatable, position sensitive detector based on micro-channel plates is employed to detect backscattered particles in a total solid angle of 0.13 sr. In the experimental spectra shown in this contribution, only projectiles backscattered within = 155°± 2° are considered for evaluation and the obtained ToF-spectra typically have a time resolution of 1 -2 ns [31] .
The increasing scattering cross sections with decreasing energy of the primary ions generally yield significant contributions from multiple small angle scattering (MS) as well as plural scattering by comparably large angles (PS) which are commonly observable in MEIS and LEIS spectra. Therefore, for analyzing the impact of the scattering potential on spectrum shape and for simulating the experimental spectra we performed Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Specifically, we use the TRBS code (TRim for BackScattering) [32] , which permits to calculate energy spectra of transmitted and backscattered projectiles as well as depth profiles of implanted particles.
In this program, nuclear scattering is modelled by either the TFM or the ZBL potential using the according screening models. Additionally, for both models a linear screening correction can be applied. For electronic stopping Se SRIM [18] values are used for which a linear correction can be applied.
To decrease computational time the TRBS code only considers scattering angles > min explicitly, with a global description of multiple small angle scattering (see [32] for details), where the cutoff angle min is an adjustable input parameter. Typically, values of min < 3° are used, and the program provides the number of average collisions explicitly experienced by backscattered stopped and transmitted ions respectively.
In order to compare energy spectra obtained from the experiment and simulation the experimental resolution and energy loss straggling has to be considered. Therefore, simulated data are convoluted with a Gaussian of appropriate width. To ensure proper number of incident particles in both experiment and simulation, the latter is normalized to the height of the experimental spectrum at the high energy edge H0, indicated in Fig. 1 . This feature of the spectra is expected to exhibit minimum influence of multiple scattering as discussed in [33] and later confirmed in the analysis presented in Fig. 2 . Note, that for 25 keV He + scattered from Hf, the scattering cross section for single scattering in the employed geometry obtained with the ZBL potential exceeds the one calculated from TFM by ~10 % (not apparent due to the applied normalization). When comparing the simulations with different potentials, one can observe several clear differences. For identical electronic stopping only one of the simulations fits the width of the signal due to scattering from Hf in the experiment. For simulations with the TFM potential comparatively higher electronic stopping is needed in contrast to ZBL with a difference of ~ 3.4 % to obtain an equally precise fit of the trailing edge in the experiment. The inaccuracies in the fit to the trailing edge observed for both potentials, although to different extent, are originating from several sources. Energy loss straggling and inhomogeneous film thickness or impurities at the interface are major contributions expected. Note, however, that typically, the fit quality of the trailing edge significantly improves for higher energies, which leaves energy loss straggling which is insufficiently described in the simulations as one major source. Another factor affecting the shape of the trailing edge is the accuracy obtained by the simulations modelling the transition region from single to more extensive plural and multiple scattering yielding the spectral contribution extending to lower energies.
The intensity of the MS background changes significantly for simulations using different potentials.
This difference can also be seen from the inset of Fig. 1 , which shows the deviations between the depicted simulations and the experimental data. Though both simulations overestimate the background, the TFM potential gives a better overall fit of the experiment. Therefore, we perform all further simulations shown in this study with the TFM potential.
In terms of quantification, the described difficulty to define the trailing edge, leads to an intrinsic systematic uncertainty in deduced quantities, i.e. thicknesses or electronic energy loss data on a level of at least 1 % -2 % with values of up to 5% at energies of only a few keV [34] . The observed uncertainty in simulating the multiple scattering contributions hampers additionally analysis of light species or multilayer systems, for which systematic uncertainties on the order of several percent have to be readily expected, even if a more precise fitting may be obtained. The overestimation of the yield expected at energies below 0 apparent from Fig. 1 , indicates that additional screening corrections with ca < 1 are needed to properly describe the background due to multiple and plural scattering in the experiment. These results are thus an indication for a non-constant, i.e. decreasing screening length correction factor when going towards lower energies, or larger interaction distances, respectively. In Fig. 3 The combined results from Figs. 1 -3, show that for quantification of sample composition in ion scattering uncertainties in the scattering potential become more important for increasing target thicknesses. However, when performing a comparison of spectra, even for compound films with finite but different thickness inaccuracies in the potential will not introduce systematically incorrect results at any given energy for which the spectra are overlapping. This intrinsic reliability can be understood, as for light ions for the signal of any depth slab, at highest energies single scattering dominates.
In the following, we have now analyzed a series of spectra obtained at different primary He energies ranging from 25-100 keV in a similar manner as for 30 keV in Fig. 3 . By comparing the potential strength necessary to describe the intensity of the high energy onset H0 and the multiple and plural scattering background at significantly different energy, we aimed on obtaining a more complete picture of the scattering potential. As different energies probe different impact parameters, we correlate the obtained correction factors of the screening length to specific closest interaction distances. 
Subsurface layers with heavy constituents
Backscattering experiments with heavier primary ions can be of interest in thin film analysis to obtain a better mass resolution compared to standard projectiles as He. This condition applies particularly, if heavier species are located below the sample surface, and the surface layer signal can be suppressed by use of heavier ions. Vice-versa, in order to determine electronic stopping for heavier primary ions especially in low-Z materials such as e.g. TiN [14] or LiF [37] often so-called marker experiments are performed. In this case the sample consists of a thin film of the sample of interest (TiN) on top of alayer, where the latter consists of a high-Z element as W. Instead of analyzing the width of the signal due to scattering from Ti one evaluates the energy shift in the peak position of the -layer, which depends on the thickness and the energy loss in TiN.
The energy converted ToF-MEIS spectrum for B + scattered from TiN/W/Si is shown in Fig. 5 as black open symbols. To obtain a good fit of the peak position of W between experiment and simulation the electronic stopping in the TiN film has to be changed accordingly with a best fit for Se = 38.19 eV/Å (red solid line). In this simulation no screening length correction is applied corresponding to the default TRBS nuclear stopping with Sn = 8.11 eV/Å. The W peak can be reproduced, however the shape of the Ti peak in experiment and simulation does not coincide. We also show simulations with changes of ± 10 % in either electronic stopping or screening length as red dashed and blue dotted lines, respectively.
Changes in the electronic stopping affect both shape and position of the Ti and W peak. Different screening strengths are found to have a much stronger influence on the signal at energies as corresponding to scattering from Ti, a feature which can be again assigned to the sensitivity of the multiple scattering to the specific potential strength. No significant influence on the positions of features is observed for both changes, in the potential as well as in the screening. Thus, even for heavier ions screening corrections can be neglected in energy loss evaluations from the peak position in a marker experiment. Vice versa, depth scales remain rather unaffected from uncertainties in the screened potential. 
Transmission simulations
As a complement to the experiments and simulations discussed above, we performed simulations in transmission geometry and for implantation depth profiles (section 3.3). While transmission experiments are less common for material analysis, they provide the most straightforward experimental approach in terms of geometry used for assessing the energy loss of energetic particles traversing matter. As the necessity of deflection is abandoned, or in contrast, even undesirable, a different impact parameter regime can be expected to be probed, in dependence of the ion energy. In energy spectra of transmitted projectiles, again the peak position of the detected particles is evaluated, which depends on the thickness as well as on the energy loss processes in the foil. In this section we investigate the observable influence of modifications in screening and electronic stopping on transmission simulations for He + and Ne 
Ion implantation
For the depth profiles of implanted ions (not depicted in this contribution), we performed simulations with the same parameters as for the transmission geometry concerning change in electronic stopping and screening length correction. The HfN thickness was modified, so that all primary projectiles are stopped in the film. As a result, the He distribution in the film is found to change in a similar way for 10 % change in either electronic stopping or screening length. In all cases increasing potential strength and electronic stopping decreased the position of the maximum in the implantation profile by around 5 % of the range and vice versa. The non-linear scaling can be explained by the influence of scattering on the ratio of path length to projected range which was investigated here. For Ne implantations, however, the same modification of the screening length yields a variation in the position of the maximum by roughly 10 %, whereas changes in electronic stopping only have a minor effect on the range of ions.
The increased relative weight of corrections to the potential in implantations can be understood on the basis of trajectory selection being important in both backscattering and transmission experiments as shown throughout this work. As only specific trajectories with low scattering probability are probed the influence of the potential is minimized, with benefits for quantitative analysis.
Summary and conclusions
In this contribution, we evaluated the influence of uncertainties in the screened Coulomb potentials on the shape of MEIS energy spectra, affecting either quantification of sample composition or evaluation of electronic stopping, in backscattering as well as transmission geometry.
For He projectiles, a comparison between energy spectra from backscattering experiments and MC simulations showed significant deviations in the MS background for primary energies below 100 keV.
In general, it was found, that the use of the TFM potential yields a better overall fit between the spectra shape of experiment and simulation compared to the ZBL potential. However, both potentials overestimate the multiple scattering background for lower primary energies. Small screening corrections as employed in this contribution have only a minor influence on the evaluation of the spectrum width
(1 % -2 %); however, a systematic difference between the TFM and the ZBL potential towards lower energies was found with a resulting difference in electronic energy loss evaluations of ~ 3 % for the lowest investigated energy. These deviations in the scattering potential, which depend on projectiletarget system as well as sample thickness, directly influence quantification with low-and mediumenergy ion scattering.
For heavier primary ions as B electronic stopping is still larger than nuclear stopping in the investigated energy regime, however the nuclear losses for heavier projectiles are significantly larger compared to
He. These measurements were performed in double transmission geometry, where the position of thelayer peak is evaluated. We did not see an influence of either employed potentials or screening corrections in the peak position of the W layer that goes beyond observations made for light projectiles.
In transmission geometry simulations for two systems have been performed: (a) electronic stopping (He projectiles) or (b) nuclear stopping (Ne projectiles) dominating the total energy loss in the film. When electronic stopping is dominating, the influence of the employed potential as well as additional screening corrections on the peak position is negligible. However, for heavier projectiles like Ne, where nuclear stopping dominates, the influence of screening corrections is in the same order of magnitude as changes in electronic stopping.
Altogether the results indicate that analytical approaches based on spectrometry of primary ions strongly benefit from effective trajectory selection minimizing the influence of uncertainties in the potential significantly beyond its expected impact on the average ion trajectory in the target material. 
